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Summary

A detailed total field magnetic survey of the Sungold 
Resources Inc. precious metal property near Sudbury 
indicates that the claims are underlain by a complex 
variety of rock types. Several unexplained magnetic 
patterns are evident in areas of overburden and may 
reflect previously undetected rock types or areas related 
to mineralization. Combined with detailed bedrock 
mapping, this survey will be important in interpretation 
of unexposed areas and in delineating exploration targets.
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Introduction

During the period March 21 to 30, 1988, W. O. Karvinen S 
Associates Ltd. carried out a total field magnetic survey 
of the Sungold Resources Inc. precious metal property in 
Falconbridge Township near Sudbury Ontario. The field 
operator was Terry Kirwan of Wahnapitae, Ontario.

The purpose o-f the survey was to derive an accurate 
magnetic map of the claims which would assist in the 
interpretation of rock types and structures beneath 
overburden that covers about half of the property. 
Combined with geological bedrock mapping, the magnetic 
data will be important in delineating areas of potential 
mineralization.

Location and Access

The Sungold property is located in the northern portion of 
Falconbridge Township about 10 miles northeast of the City 
of Sudbury (Pig. l fc 2). The claims cover parts of lots 4 
and 5 of concessions V and VI (Fig. 3). The closest town 
is Falconbridge which is the townsite for the Falconbridge 
mine; it is located 4 miles to the southwest of the 
property.

The claims are easily accessible via a dirt road which 
leaves highway 541 just past the Sudbury airport and 
extents to the northern part of the claims.

Property Description

The property comprises twelve contiguous unpatented mining 
claims numbered as follows: S985536, S985537, S985538, 
S985539, S985540, S985541, S985542, S985543, S985544, 
S985545, S985546, and S985547 (Fig. 3). The claims are 
held in trust by Mr. Gordon Wilton for Sungold Resources 
Inc. through an option agreement with W. O. Karvinen S 
Associates Ltd.
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Previous Exploration Work

The mining and exploration history of the Falconbridge 
area is summarized by McCombe in her prospectus report to 
Sungold (McCombe, 1987). Despite the proximity of the 
property to the Falconbridge mines which have produced a 
combined total of over 40 million tons of ore since 1928, 
the current Sungold property has seen very little 
exploration. This is probably due to the fact that it is 
located away from the surface exposure of the footwall 
contact of the Nickel Irruptive which has been the focus 
of almost all exploration in the Sudbury Basin. However 
it should be noted that the present property is only three 
thousand feet east of the footwall contact and covers 
rocks of the Stobie Formation volcanics and related mafic 
intrusives which also have a high potential for the 
discovery of economic mineralization.

Exploration records on the property date back to 1959 when 
A. E. Jerome carried out surface trenching and 
prospecting. Some values in gold, silver, copper, zinc 
and nickel were obtained. This led to further work by 
Kerr Addison in 1960 who carried out a magnetic survey 
over part of the property. In 1984, the claims were 
covered by an Aerodat helicopter magnetic, electromagnetic 
and VLF survey for E. Jerome, R. Charron, and R. J. 
Graham. The results indicated no obvious anomalies on 
this property.

Present Survey

The current magnetic survey was conducted using a proton 
magnetometer which measures the total intensity of the 
earth's magnetic field. The instrument was a GSM-8 
manufactured by GEM Systems of Toronto (see Appendix A for 
details). Readings were taken at 100 ft. intervals along 
cross-lines spaced at 400 feet which form part of a survey 
grid controlled by a north-south base line and a 
northwest-southeast base line (see maps). Base station 
checks were made at intervals of no more than one hour and 
all field readings were subsequently corrected for diurnal 
variations.



Results

As is evident on the total field contour map, the property 
is magnetically complex, however some of the anomalies and 
patterns can be explained by information provided on 
government geologic maps. The obvious features are the 
linear magnetic highs which trend east-west and northwest- 
southeast; the one on claim 985538 in the northern part of 
the property is due to a olivine diabase dike as mapped by 
Thomson (1957). The east-west anomaly along the southern 
parts of claims 985540, 985541, and 985542 as well as a 
similar east-west anomaly on the claims just to the south 
may also be due to diabase dikes, however, this is not 
obvious from Thomson's map.

Magnetic highs which are not readily explained on the 
basis of existing geologic maps are found in the southern 
part of the property where they trend north south and 
roughly parallel the trend of the sediments. Another 
curious magnetic high is located in the southwest corner 
of claim 985536 where Thomson's map shows it to be 
underlain by granitic intrusive rocks.

Northeast-trending faults are common in the area (Thomson, 
1957) and one of them is evident on the magnetic map. 
This fault runs from the west end of line 68S northeast to 
the east end of line 44S.

Conclusions

The variety of magnetic responses on the Sungold property 
reflects the complexity of the underlying bedrock which is 
only partly evident on the outcrops. After detailed 
bedrock mapping of the outcrops, a better interpretation 
of the areas under overburden can be made and target areas 
for further exploration can be delineated.

William O. Karvinen, Ph.D. April 15, 1988
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the information contained in this report is based on sound 
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described herein;
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1. GCKtML INFORMATION

1.1 nmtooocTXON

The CSM-* is a portable one gamma* proton precession magneto 
meter designed primarily for hand held and base station operati 
ons, but adaptable for other Earth's magnetic field measurements 
like airborne/marine surveys, pipeline and cable detection and 
tracking, treasure hunting and ground vehicle-borne surveys. It 
measures a total (scalar) value of ambient magnetic field dis 
playing it In gammas (nanoteslas) on a five digit l cm high 
liquid crystal display(LCD), within only 1.85 sec. from the start 
of the measurement initiated by a pushbutton.

As the direction of magnetic field vector is disregarded, no 
leveling of a sensor is needed and fast surveys are possible.

Automatic cycling feature, pushbutton controlled enables 
direct application in base station and vehicle borne surveys on 
land and water. As cycling speeds faster than one reading per sec. 
are available optionally, airborne surveys are feasible too.

In hand held operation the sensor is either staff mounted or 
carried in a back pack for hands free operation. For back pack 
operation nonmagnetic batteries are recommended.

The standard complete consists of:

l Console with Hied batteries
l Sensor with cable
l Staff, collapsible, or sectional
l Shoulder harness,'belt harness
l Charger, input 110/220V 50/SOHz, output 75mA constant current
l Manual
l Carrying case

There are many options available, including custom modificati 
ons.For full details cosult GEM Systems. Major options are:**

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Analog output 0-99 or 0-999 gammas
Nonmagnetic rechargeable or disposable batteries
Shorter or longer cycling period, from 0.9 sec. to 24 hr
External battery package for full day of operating in
cycling mode
Back-pack for freer movement of an operator during sur-

One gamma is 10-5Causs or 10~9Tesla- ' -  -- -~ UUUBB or iu Tesla 
Standard features are listed in Chapter 2. Specifications



2. SPECIFICATICHS

ACCURACY:

RANGE:

GRADE-NT OOURANCEl

OPERATING MODES:

OUTPUT:

EXTERNAL TRIGGER:

POWER REQUIRDBRS: 

POMER SOUICE:

BATTERY CHARGER: 

OPERATING TIWERATURE: 

DIMENSIONS:

WEIGHT:

l garnia, 0.5 gamma optional 

li gamrn over operating range 

20,000-100,000 ganma In 23 overlapping steps 

Op to 5000 gaima/metre

WWUU. FUSHOmCN, new reading every 1.85 see., 
display active between readings

CICLDC, pushbutton Initiated, 1.85 sec. period 

, pushbutton controlled, 7 see. period

VISUAL: 5 digit l on (0.4*) high Liquid Crystal 
Display, visible in any aoblent light

DIGITAL: Miltlplied precession frequency and 
gating pulse

MRLOG: Optional 0-99 or 0-999 gamaa

Permits externally triggered operation with pe 
riods longer than 1.85 sec. (optional mininra 
period 0.9 sec.)

12V 0.7A peak, 5mA standby

12V 0.75Mi NlCd rechargeable battery 
3,000 readings per full charge

CCIQMAL: 12-18V

Input: 110/220V 50/60HZ; output: 14V 75nA DC

-35 to +5SC

CCUSCXZ: 15x8xl5an (6x3tot6")

SENSOR: 14x7cm dla (51jx3" dla)

SOfFt 175on (70") extended, 53on (21") col 
lapsed, or 4 45cm (18") sections

2.7kg (6 Ib) per standard complete with batte 
ries



3.1 msiHKwr EBSCRIPTKW

Major part* of the magnetometer are shown in fig. 3.1

(1) SENSOR, optinized for high sensitivity and gradient tolerance

(2) FILLING PLUG, to fill the sensor with proton rich liquid (kerosene or similar)

(3) CABLE CONDCTOR

(4) CABLE

(5) ORONBkTICN LIME

(6) STAFF

(7) SHOULDER STRAP '

(8) SQSCR CABLE COtfflCTCIVtN-CFF SWITCH

(9) RAKZ SNITCH

(10) DISPLAY WINDOW

ill) PUSHBUTTON, to initiate a desired node of operation

~*put a* extern* trigger.

3.2 SET-UP AID OPERATING PKCEDUPES

GEM-8 is shipped with fully charged internal batteries, ready for field

tu
The Range switch should new be switched to position close**- *r* *v-, i~- i ^ , 
magneaTfield intensity as shown in fig. la ^ ̂^ total 
Operation of the GSW-8 is internally nonitored and Incorrect 
external Interference, excessive gradient or ea
two decimal points "H*"^ -Jter third and fourth digiTof 

s shou y
be set to the position

wo oecunaj. pcunu "w **"9 ~*WBI uuxu ana la 
narked by A^-M} points should be disregarded. 
For best resultstne Hange switch shoulPalways' 
the first two digits of the displayed value 
nay need occasional correction.

Ihere are three nodes of operation of GSM-8



a) Short depressing of the pushbutton will initiate a SINGLE READING. 
Initiation is narked by a colon after second digit of the display. 
Th. colon .tay. lighted only during polarization interval. The 
value of measured magnetic field appears on the display in gammas 
after about 1.85 sec. and stays displayed until the next reading is 
taken or the instrument switched off. Incorrect readings are marke. 
by decimal points, which stay displayed with the reading.

b) In SELFTEST NODE the pushbutton is pressed permanently. This mode 
consist, of one normal reading of magnetic field, display test f 
(displaying 88888) and battery test. Battery voltage is shown in m 
although accurate only about S \. This cycle is being repeated as j 
long a* the pushbutton is depressed.

c) In CYCLING MODE the pushbutton is depressed during polarizing inter* 
until a new reading appear, on the display and then released. Afte 
display and battery tests, the instrument will start cycling auto 
matically at the rate of one reading in about 1.85 sec. A short 
depression of the pushbutton at any time will stop cycling (after 
completing the cycle under way).
Cycling mode is very convenient for base station and vehicle borne 
operations or for a quick check-up of instruments consistency. 
However, as it results in a large number of readings and relatively 
fast draining of the batteries, the cycling mode can optionally be 
disabled to prevent accidental initiations in a field.

Before starting a survey the batteries and the display should be checke 
Battery voltage for fully charged batteries must be above 12,500 on the 
display. No survey should be started with battery voltage being below 
11,000 nV as shown on the display.

3.3 EXTERNAL BATTERIES

While internal batteries satisfy any requirements for normal hand held 
(portable) operation even in cold weather, use of external batteries maj 
be necessary for base station or vehicle borne operation where automatic 
cycling is needed. For this purpose any 12V car battery will be satis 
factory, although lightweight external battery packages with sufficient 
capacity for 6-8hr of cycling operation may be ordered from the manufac 
urer.
Leads of the car battery can be connected directly to pins D (positive) 
and E (negative) of the Charger/Interface connector at the side of the 
console. Use of higher voltage batteries (op to I6v) requires that in 
ternal NiCd batteries be disconnected by opening an internal two pin 
connector. Alternatively the batteries can be removed from the console 
by removing the instrument out of the case and then removing two screws 
at the range switch side of the larger PC board, pivoting the board for 
90 degrees and undoing four screws holding the battery pack. Use of 
batteries of more than I8v may damage the instrument. 
External battery packs for disposable C or D size batteries, special 
Alcaline or Mercury flat pack batteries are available from manufacturer



4. MMNroaHCE AND REPAIR

GSM-8 if generaly maintenance free except for occasional cleaning and visual 
inspectionbf mechanical conditions of the cable, sensor and display window. 
Due to possibilities of gathering magnetic dust, the sensor, cable and staff 
should be p.i-ioM*-.iy washed with soap or detergent and water. Beyond that a 
normal 'coition sense care' should ensure lasting use in rough field conditions.

When not used for longer periods the instrument should be returned to the car 
rying cass, with sensor disconnected from the console.

Batteries should be kept charged when storing the instrument. As HiOd batte 
ries have a memory , cycles of partial charging and discharging may result in 
reduced capacity, nils can be cured by few cycles of full discharging and 
charging. Relatively fast discharge can be achieved by setting the instrument 
into cycling, formal charging will take 14-16hr, while fast charging using 
special charger (available from the manufacturer) can be completed within 3-4hr 
Spare KiOd batteries are readily available from 'the manufacturer.

Sensor cable might oornnlnvily get damaged or broken in heavy use. Mien repai 
ring be careful to connect centre wire to positive t^^Mi of the sensor 
and pin A of. input connector. All ether wires and a shield are au nee Led to 
negative terminal of the sensor and pin B of input connector. Pins C and D of 
the input ocmectoc mat be shorted; the short acts as the main switch.

Use of Improper external battery or short circuit in the sensor-cable assembly 
may blow a fuss (Instrument appears completely dead). Spare fuses are found 
on the smaller of the two boards. Ins fuse must be soldered in, but it is 
highly reooDmended that the cause of malfunction be previously determined and 
removed. If sensor short is suspected, an ohn-meter can be used to measure a 
resistance between pins A and B of the input connector. It must be within 
15-20 On.

s. wuwmt

me GSM-8 is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship f or a pe 
riod of 15 months from the date of shipping.

Any defects resulting frcm normal use in this warranty period will be repaired 
free of charge by GDI Systems ac its authorized representatives.

Instruments will be  ea**") fcr repair only if shipped prepaid, and will be 
returned to the customer C.O.D.

nils warranty does not cower damage due to misuse or accident and will be void 
if the instrument is opened or tempered with by any person not authorited by 
GEM Systems.
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